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Abstract: Drilling optimization is very important during drilling operation. This is because it could save time
and cost of operation thus increases the profit. Drilling optimization aims to optimize controllable variables
during drilling operation such as weight on bit and bit rotation speed for obtaining maximum drilling rate. In
this project, Bourgoyne and Young ROP model had been selected to study the effects of several parameters
during drilling operation. Important parameters such as depth, pore pressure, equivalent circulating density, bit
weight, rotary speed, bit tooth wear and jet impact force are extracted from a final drilling report. In order to
study their relationship statistical method which is multiple regressions analysis has been used. The penetration
model for the field is constructed using the results from statistical method. In the end, the result from analysis
is used to determine optimum values of weight on bit that give optimum drilling operation. Overall, this project
provides a study of the most complete mathematical model for rate of penetration that was constructed by
Bourgoyne and Young. From the research the constants that represented several drilling variables had been
determined. The rate of penetration for the field had been predicted based on constants for every data vs. Depth.
Finally,  optimized weight on bit had been calculated for several data points. In the end, drilling simulator
(Drill-Sim 500) was used to prove the results based on actual field data.
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INTRODUCTION

Development of oilfield is subject to drill in cost
efficient manners (Tuna, 2010). For that reason oilfield
drilling operations will face hurdles to reduce overall
costs, increase performances and reduce the probability of
encountering problems. In oil well drilling drillability of
rock is noticed to decrease with increasing depth of the
hole (Garnier and van Lingen, 1959). The increase in
complexity for drilling operation has increase many
problems thus results in critical cost consideration
(Saleem et al., 2011) as the drilling rate is affected
significantly by changes in differential pressure (Vidrine
and Benit, 1968). 

Different methods from different disciplines are
being used nowadays in drilling activities in order to
obtain a safe, environmental friendly and cost effective
well construction (Tuna, 2010).

Optimization of drilling operation can be obtained by
increasing drilling speed (Moses and Egbon, 2011). In the
drilling industry, the first well drilled in a new field
generally will have the highest cost. With increasing
familiarity to the area optimized drilling could be
implemented. Those decreasing costs of each subsequent
well to be drilled until a point is reached at which there is
no significance improvement. 

Major drilling variables considered to have an effect
on drilling rate of penetration are not fully comprehend
and complex to model. There are many proposed

mathematical models which attempted to combine known
relations of drilling parameters. The proposed models
worked to optimize drilling operation by mean of
selecting the best bit weight and rotary speed to achieve
minimum cost. Considerable drilling cost reductions have
been achieved by means of using the available
mathematical models (Irma, 2009).

The aims of this study is to determine the constants
a1 until a8 that represent several drilling parameters for the
field which are formation strength, normal compaction,
pressure differential, weight on bit, rotary speed, bit tooth
wear and hydraulics. Secondly, is to predict rate of
penetration vs. depth for the filed base on the constants
that have been determine. Lastly, to determine optimize
value of weight on bit specifically for certain depth in
order to have an optimum drilling operation.

BOURGOYNE AND YOUNGS’ RATE OF
PENETRATION MODEL

Bourgoyne and Youngs’ method is the most
important drilling optimization method since it is based on
statistical analysis of the past drilling parameters. A linear
penetration model is being introduced and multiple
regression analysis over rate of penetration equation is
being conducted. 

The model proposed by Bourgoyne and Young has
been adopted for this project in order to derive equations
to perform the ROP estimation using the available input
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data. This model has been selected because it is
considered as one of the complete mathematical drilling
models in use of the industry for roller-cone type of bits
(Bahari and Baradaran, 2007). Bourgoyne and Young
have proposed the following equation to model the
drilling process when using roller cone bits (Bourgoyne
and Young, 1974):

(1)
df

dt
e a a xj j
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Formation strength function: The coefficient for the
effect of formation strength is represented by “a1”. It is
inversely proportional to the natural logarithm of the
square of drillability strength parameter (Maurer, 1962).
The coefficient includes also the effects of parameters not
mathematically modeled such as; the effect of drilled
cuttings. Other factors which could be included for future
consideration but known to be under this function could
be drilling fluid details, solids content, efficiency of the
rig equipment/material, crew experience and service
contractors’ efficiency.

The equation for the formation strength related
effects are defined in Eq. (2). The “f1” term is defined in
the same unit as rate of penetration, for that reason it is
called drillability of the formation of interest:

f1 = (2)e
a1

Formation compaction function: There are two
functions allocated for the consideration of the formation
compaction over rate of penetration. The primary function
for the effect of normal compaction trend is defined by
“a2”. The primary effect of formation compaction
consider an exponential decrease in penetration rate with
increasing depth in normally compacted formation as
given in Eq. (3). The exponential nature of normal
compaction trend is indicated by the published microbit
and field data of Murray (Murray and Cunningham,
1955):

f2 =  = (10000 - D) (3)ea x2 2 ea2

The additional function considered to have an effect
over the penetration rate in regards of the formation
compaction is defined by the coefficient “a3”. This
function considers the effect of under compaction in
abnormally pressured formation. In other means within
over-pressured formations rate of penetration is going to
show an increased behavior. There is an exponential
increase in penetration rate with increasing pore pressure
gradient Eq. (4):

f3 =  =  D0.69 (gp – 9.0) (4)ea x3 3 ea3

Pressure differential of bottom hole function: The
function for the pressure differential is defined by
coefficient “a4”. Pressure differential of bottom hole
function is considered to reduce penetration rate with
decreasing pressure difference (Vidrine and Benit, 1968;
Cunningham and Eenink, 1959; Garnier and van Lingen,
1959). Whenever the pressure differential between the
hole bottom and formation is zero, the effect of this
function is going to be equal to “1” for the overall process
Eq. (5):

f4 =  =  D (gp - pc) (5)ea x4 4 e
a2 303 4.

Bit diameter and weight function: The function for the
bit diameter and weight is defined by coefficient “a5”. The
bit weight and bit diameter are considered to have direct
effect over penetration rate Eq. (6). This assumes
penetration rate is directly proportional to weight per bit
diameter (Graham and Muench, 1959). (w/db)t is the
threshold bit weight, the reported values for this term
ranging from 0.6 to 2.0. In this the magnitude for this
term has been determined specifically based on the
characteristics of the formation. The force at which
fracturing begins beneath the tooth is called the threshold
force. The given function is normalized for 4000 lbf per
bit diameter:

(6)f e
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Rotary speed function: The function for the rotary speed
is defined by coefficient “a6”. Equation (7) represents the
effect of rotary speed on penetration rate assumes that
penetration rate is directly proportional to rotary speed
(Graham and Muench, 1959):

(7)f e
Na x
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Tooth wear function: The function for the tooth wear is
defined by coefficient “a7”. The tooth wear function is
calculated by means of determining the fractional tooth
height, the more the tooth wear the less the penetration
rate Eq. (8). In order to calculate the respective tooth
height, a bit record for similar bit type that has been used
within the same formation is necessary:

f7 =  = ea
7

(-h) (8)ea x7 7

Hydraulic function: The function for the hydraulic effect
is defined by coefficient “a8”. It is based on microbit
experiments performed by (Eckel, 1968). The hydraulics
function  represents  the  effects of the bit hydraulics. Jet
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Table 1: Field data from (Kinabalu East-1, 1990)
Drilling rate Bit weight Rotary speed Jet impact ECD Pore gradient

Data entry Depth (ft) Bit number (ft/hr) (1,000 lb/in.) (rpm) Tooth wear force (lb/gal) (lb/gal)
1 2150 2 171 0.82 120 -0.5 0.882 8.93 8.365
2 2155 7 20 0.57 110 -0.125 0.819 9.06 8.365
3 3591 8 160 0.82 120 -0.5 1.29 9.11 8.365
4 5190 10 82 1.63 120 -0.75 1.29 9.11 8.365
5 5872 11 49 2.45 120 -0.875 1.29 9.11 8.365
6 6000 12 43 2.45 120 -0.25 1.29 9.11 8.365
7 6080 16 64 1.63 120 -0.625 1.062 9.49 8.365
8 6322 17 36 2.45 120 -0.875 0.772 9.67 8.365
9 6592 18 27 2.85 120 -1 0.772 9.67 8.365
10 6679 19 14 0.41 120 -0.625 1.338 9.69 8.365
11 7341 20 83 1.63 180 -0.375 1.145 9.69 8.365
12 8921 21 46 1.63 180  0 1.216 9.68 8.365
13 9363 22 47 1.63 180  0 0.868 9.88 8.571
14 9652 23 19 2.85 100 -1 1.192 9.96 8.96
15 9660 24 3 2.45 65 -0.125 1.192 9.96 8.96
16 10662 25 34 1.22 180  0 1.097 9.96 8.91
17 10735 26 16 2.86 65 -0.125 1.192 9.96 8.9
18 10900 27 35 0.82 150  0 1.034 9.96 8.89
19 11214 28 12 3.27 70 -0.25 1.114 9.96 8.88
20 11224 31 5 2.94 100 -0.375 0.903 11.1 9.39
21 11481 32 26 1.76 170  0 0.975 11.02 9.37
22 12885 33 28 1.76 160  0 0.975 11.02 9.86
23 13180 34 11 1.76 130  0 0.825 10.96 10.12
24 13810 35 21 1.76 150  0 0.632 10.97 10.04
25 14300 37 15 1.76 160  0 0.632 10.95 9.98

Table 2: Constant a1 until a8
Variable Constant Value
Formation strength a1 3.91
Normal compaction a2 9.45E-05
Under compaction a3 6.86E-05
Pressure differential a4 8.64E-05
Weight on bit a5 0.37
Rotary speed a6 2.23
Tooth wear a7 0.025
Jet impact force a8 0.67

impact force was chosen as the hydraulic parameter of
interest with a normalized value of 1.0 for f8 at 1,000 lbf
Eq. (9):

(9)f e
Fa X j
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION TECHNIQUE

Equation (3) through (9) define the general functional
relations between penetration rate and other drilling
variables but the constants a1 through a8 must be
determined before the equations can be applied. The
constants a1 through a8 are determined through a multiple
regression analysis of detailed drilling data taken over
short depth intervals.

Idea of using a regression analysis of past drilling
data to evaluate constants was proposed by (Graham and
Muench, 1959). 

Case study: Field data taken from Kinabalu East-1well
are shown in Table 1 (Kinabalu East-1, 1990). Note that
the primary drilling variables required for the regression
analysis are depth, penetration rate, bit weight per inch of

Fig. 1: Actual vs. predicted ROP for well (Kinabalu East-1,
1990)

bit diameter, rotary speed, fractional tooth wear, jet
impact  force,  mud  density  and pore pressure gradient.
To   calculate    the    best    values    of    the   regression
constants a1 through a8 using the data shown, the
parameters x2 through x8 must be calculated using Eq. (3)
through (9) for each data entry. Eight equations with the
eight unknown’s a1 through a8 can be obtained from x2

through x8.
Thus, using the 25 data points of (Table 1) in this

equation yields; 

 26 a1 + 34041a2 – 106 a3 – 240884 a4 – 22.24 a5 +
5.41 a6 – 6.125 a7 + 0.24 a8 = 84

when the resulting system of eight equations is solved for
eight unknowns, the constants, a1 through a8, are obtained
(Table 2).

Rate of penetration: After obtained the constant of a1

until a8, the rate of penetration model was constructed  for
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Table 3: Optimized value of weight on bit
Data Rotary speed Actual Optimized
number Depth (ft) (rpm) WOB (lb) WOB (lb)
9 6592-6679 120 30000 23888
10 6679-7341 120 5000 23888
15 9660-10662 65 30000 8575 

the field. Figure 1 shows the prediction of rate of
penetration using the constructed model and the actual
rate of penetration taken from the drilling report. In the
graph, it shown that for data number 1 until 8 the value of
predicted rate of penetration is not accurate. This is
because during the statistical analysis that was performed,
the data that was obtained still not represent the exact
condition of the field. However, as more data were
obtained, the values of rate of penetration become more
accurate. This is shown at data number 9, 10, 12, 15, 16,
20, 23 and 25, respectively. 

Optimum weight on bit: Data number 9, 10 and 15
which show good prediction were taken for optimization
using the equation below. The results were shown in
Table 3.
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Simulation with Drill Sim 500: To prove the
optimization results that was obtain from the calculation
is reliable and produce significant results, simulation was
performed using Drill Sim 500. In this simulation,
parameters set to match the actual field conditions.
Graphs show rate of penetration vs. weight on bit at
different depths. 

Figure 2 illustrate the simulation of weight on bit vs.
rate of penetration for depth 6592 ft. Rate of penetration
increase at moderate values from 4.1 to 36.5ft/h with
increasing weight on bit. The optimum weight on bit is
23888 lbs while the actual weight on bit is 3000 lbs.

The optimum value of 23888 lbs or 1950 lbs/in of
weight on bit can be used to have optimized drilling
operation. This is valid as increasing weight on bit will
increase rate of penetration but only to some value where
after that, subsequence increase in bit weight causes only
slight improvements in penetration rate. This is shown
when the slope had start to decline when the weight on bit
is higher than 25000 lbs.

Based on the graph obtain in Fig. 3, rate of
penetration increase from 14.7 to 52.3 ft/h with increasing
weight on bit. The slope increases rapidly form 5000 until
25000 lbs. However after that, rate of penetration increase
slowly. Although the weight on bit has increase from
30000 until 50000 lbs, rate of penetration still in the range
of 50 ft/h. 

For data number 10 with depth of 6679 feet tvdss, the
optimum value of 23888 or 1950 lbs/in of weight on bit 

Fig. 2: Simulation at 6592ft

Fig. 3: Simulation at 6679ft

Fig. 4: Simulation at 9660ft

can be used to have optimized drilling operation. This is
very contrast with the value during actual drilling
operation which is only 5000 or 408 lbs/in of weight on
bit. The value of 23888 lbs is accurate due to reason that
the rate of penetration is still at high value. However it
could be seen that the rate of penetration slowly
increasing when weight on bit is increased. This
phenomenon occurs due to reason that in soft type of
formations, excessive weight will only bury the teeth into
the rock and cause increased torque with no increase in
rate of penetration. 

Figure 4 indicates the value of weight on bit vs. rate
of penetration for data at depth of 9660 ft. Rate of
penetration increase at small ranges from 0.4 to 7.2 ft/h
with increasing weight on bit from 8575 to 50000 lbs. In
this graph, it shows that the optimize weight on bit is
lower than the actual field value.
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For data number 15 with depth of 9660 feet tvdss
until 10662 tvdss, the optimized bit weight is 8575 or 700
lbs/in  in  comparison  to  actual  bit weight of 30000 lbs
during drilling operation. For this depth, the optimized bit
weight is low due to formation that is high in strength.
High value of bit weight in hard formation could reduce
bit life which would reduce the optimization operation.

CONCLUSION

The results of optimization show the significance of
this project. Determination of optimum weight on bit is
very important in drilling operation as this parameter can
be change during drilling operation. The optimization of
weight on bit will optimize the whole drilling operation as
a whole. Increasing rate of penetration will reduce the
time need for drilling those reduces the cost for drilling
operation:
 
C The constants a1 until a8 representing formation

strength under compaction, normal compaction,
pressure differential, weight on bit, rotary speed, bit
tooth wear and jet impact force are achieved using
multiple regression.

C Bourgoyne and Young Model produce reliable rate of
penetration model. Data number 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 20,
23 and 25 predicted accurate rate of penetration
compare with the actual rate of penetration obtained
from the field.

C Optimization for weight on bit found that for depth at
6592 ft optimize weight on bit is 23888 lbs compared
to 30000 lbs at 6679 ft optimize value of weight on
bit is 23888 lbs compared to 5000 lbs. For 9660 ft
optimize value are 8575 lbs compare to 30000 lbs.

The results of this project provide guidance for next
drilling operation near the drilled well. The optimized
values can be used as reference to obtain optimum drilling
performance those reduce drilling costs. 

NOMENCULATURE

a1 = Formation strength constant
a2 = Normal compaction constant
a3 = Under compaction constant
a4 = Pressure differential constant
a5 = Bit weight constant
a6 = Rotary speed constant
a7 = Tooth wear constant
a8 = Hydraulic constant
d = Bit diameter, in
dn = Bit nozzle diameter, in
D = Well depth, ft
gp = Pore pressure gradient lb/gal
h = Fractional tooth wear
H1 = Constants that depend on bit type
K = Constant
N = Rotary speed, rpm

q = Flow rate, gal/min
W/d = Weight on bit per inch of bit diameter, 1,000

lb/in.
(W/d) opt = Optimum bit weight per inch
x2 = Normal compaction parameter
x3 = Undercompaction parameter
x4 = Pressure differential parameter
x5 = Bit weight parameter
x6 = Rotary speed parameter
x7 = Tooth wear parameter
x8 = Hydraulic parameter
D = Mud density, lb/gal
Dc = Equivalent circulating density, lb/gal
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